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Abstract
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In many languages, pitch changes at phrase edges are often described as significant cues of 
juncture. The aim of this study is to analyse pitch changes at the beginning and end of declar-
ative phrases in standard Lithuanian. The study consists of two parts: 1) a pilot study analysing 

whether the F0 difference is a reliable measure to determine the F0 rise/fall at the end of declarative phrases 
and whether such a difference depends on the speaker’s sex; 2) an annotated speech corpus analysis on the 
tendencies of pitch changes at phrase edges. The pilot study showed that in phrases with a rising F0 at the 
end, the F0 mean of the last stressed syllable is significantly lower than F0 at the end of a phrase. In phrases 
with a falling F0, the F0 mean of the last stressed syllable is significantly higher than the F0 at the end of a 
phrase. The F0 difference is a reliable measure to determine the F0 rise or fall at the end of a phrase, and all the 
abovementioned tendencies were found in both male and female speakers’ recordings. The annotated speech 
corpus analysis revealed that both intonational and intermediate phrases usually begin and end in a low tone. 
Hence, the high and rising or falling tones at the beginning or end of a phrase are the marked members of the 
phrase edge tone system, and they can help identify phrase junctures. However, it is important to pay attention 
to other acoustic features such as pauses and intensity, as well as grammatical and semantic aspects.

KEYWORDS: pitch, phrase edge, declarative phrase, standard Lithuanian, speech corpus.

Pitch changes at the end of a phrase have been studied in many languages and are fre-
quently described as important cues of juncture. Pitch lowering (also known as F0 decli-
nation) in declaratives can be one of the most prominent phrase-end markers and is found 

in, e.g., Danish (Thorsen, 1985), Dutch (Gussenhoven & Rietveld, 1988), Taiwanese (Peng, 1997), English and 
Greek (Arvaniti & Godjevac, 2003), Estonian (Ots, 2017) (for more languages, see Kwan Ip & Cutler, 2022). In 
other languages, such as Romance languages and varieties (Frota et al., 2007) as well as German (Ambrazaitis, 
2005), a high or rising pitch can signal a phrase boundary. 

Introduction
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The sets of phrases used in the two parts of the study differed, but they were both drawn 
from the 36-hour phoneme-level annotated speech corpus (created as part of the Lithuanian 
Research Council-funded project “Complex study on prosody in Lithuanian text: intonation, 
rhythm, and narrow focus,” 2012–2014, contract No. LIT-5-4) to which the authors have access.

For the first part of the study, the material consists of 1458 phrases that were taken from the recordings of 9 
speakers (4 men and 5 women). The recordings with phrases were chosen in random order. The phrases con-
sist of both spontaneous (TV talk shows and private conversations) and read (news) speech recordings. 
For the second part of the study, the material consists of 8274 phrases taken from the annotated speech cor-
pus. The material for the second part of the research consists of recordings of various speakers and speech 
types: read and spontaneous speech, radio plays, monologues and dialogues, and public and private speech. 
For both parts of the study, the first step before any data extraction was revising the material from the anno-
tated speech corpus regarding the alignment of intonational phrases’, intermediate phrases’, and other units’ 
boundaries at different levels with the recordings. All the time-aligned textual annotations were revised, and, 
where necessary, the boundaries of different units were corrected manually to better align with the recordings. 
An example of a textual annotation for a sound file is provided below. 

<file name=”into\DEGI_002”>

<spk id=”PA5”> Kelinto3s karto3s gai3srininko / Ga3jaus Monte4go veide4 / susti4ngo <p> nuožmi4 
<accent correct=”šy3psena”><lg>šypsena4</accent> – grimasa4</lg>. //

<emotion_lėtai> Tokia4 <accent correct=”šy3psena”>šypsena4</accent></emotion> / atsiran3da 
žmogau3s veide4 <p> tada4, / kai_jį3 <lg>nutvi4lko ugni4s</lg> / <ns_įkvepia_oro> ir_ji4 stai3giai / 
ver3žiasi <lg>atgal3</lg>. //

Jo_ran3kos <p> tar3si / ko9kio neregė9to <lg>dirigen3to</lg>, / atlie3kančio ugnie3s / ir_griovi4mo 
simfo4niją. //

Ga3jus Monte4gas / <accent correct=”kruo3pščiai”>kruopščiai3</accent> nušlu9ostė / ir_pakabi4no 
ant_vinie3s / ju9odą, žvi4lgantį <p> <lg>ša9lmą</lg>, / <accent correct=”pa4puoštą”>papu9oštą</ac-
cent> skai3čiumi / <num text=”451”>keturi4 šimtai3 / pen3kiasdešimt <lg>vi9enas</lg></num>. //

Pitch changes at the end of a phrase in standard Lithuanian have been little analysed so far. Pakerys (1982) 
investigated the factors influencing the acoustic features of prosodic units, including functional sentence types 
and pitch changes related to these types. Dereškevičiūtė and Kazlauskienė (2022) analysed prosodic phrasing 
in Lithuanian and found that pitch lowering may be one of the acoustic cues (others are pausing, segmental 
lengthening, a decrease in intensity, and an increase in amplitude perturbations) manipulated by speakers 
to distinguish among distinct levels of prosodic boundaries. Another study, conducted by Kazlauskienė and 
Dereškevičiūtė (2022) and dedicated to the analysis of intonational patterns of questions and statements in 
standard Lithuanian found that the end of the statements is described by low tones (L* L%), whereas questions 
can have high-low (HL* L%), low (L* L%), and low-high (LH* H%) tones.
This study focuses on analysing the pitch changes at the beginning and end of both intonational and interme-
diate phrases. The study consists of two parts, and therefore the aim is twofold: 
1 The first part of the study is intended to be a pilot study and aims to analyse whether the F0 difference is 

a reliable measure to determine the F0 rise or fall at the end of declarative phrases (both intermediate and 
intonational) in standard Lithuanian and whether the F0 difference depends on the speaker’s sex. 

2 The second part takes into account the results of the pilot study and provides a speech corpus analysis on 
the tendencies of pitch changes at both the beginning and end of intonational and intermediate phrases in 
standard Lithuanian. 

Such an analysis is important not only for fundamental research but for applied research as well. Examining the 
phonetic features that signal the boundaries of prosodic units is relevant for speech synthesis and recognition. 
Correct phrasing is also essential for learning public speaking.

Material and 
Methods
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Nusi4prausė <p> po_stipria4 / du4šo <lg>srove4</lg>. //

<imitation type=”Montegas”> Šian3dien da9rbas <lg>bai3gtas</lg>. //

Dabar3 <lg>namo3</lg></imitation>. //

Monte4gas nuė3jo / gaisri4nės stotie3s <lg>kori4doriumi</lg>, / aplen3kdamas mecha3ninį <lg>šu4nį</
lg>, / pri4menantį kei3stą baidy3klę <sil> vo9ro le3tenomis. //

Šiuo_metu4 šuo3 / <lg>sna9udė</lg> sa4vo būdoje4. //

Ga3jų apglė9bė / naktie3s <lg>ramy9bė</lg>. //

Apie_nie3ką negalvo9damas, / tiksliau3, / apie_ką_no9rs / <emotion_pabrėžiant>ypati4nga</emo-
tion> negalvo9damas, / priė3jo <lg>po9sūkį</lg>. //

<ns_įkvepia_oro> Bet_da9r gero9kai prieš_po9sūkį / ji4s staiga4 / sulė3tino <lg>žingsniu4s</lg>. //

<ns_įkvepia_oro> Jau_ki9ek <emotion_pabrėžiant>sy3kių</emotion> vakarai3s, / artė9damas prie_
kam3po, / už_kurio3 / <ns_įkvepia_oro> šali4gatvis ve3dė / į_jo3 namu4s, / <ns_įkvepia_oro> ji4s 
paju4sdavo / kei3stą <lg>jau3smą</lg>. //

Ja9m atro9dė,_kad / <ns_įkvepia_oro> <emotion_lėtai> prieš_pa4t / jo3 atėji4mą</emotion> / už_
kam3po bu4vo / kažka4s <lg>stovė9jęs</lg>. //

Ore4 tvy9rojo kažkokia4 / <ns_įkvepia_oro> <lg>ypati4nga ramy9bė</lg>, / tary9tum ten3, / už_po-
ro3s žin3gsnių, / kažka4s <lg>pasislė3pęs</lg> bū9tų / jo_la9ukęs. //

<noise/> <bn>Monte4gas pasu4ko / <lg>už_kam3po</lg>. //

Mėnesi9enos nu4šviestu šali4gatviu / vė9jas gi4nė / pagel3tusius <lg>lapu4s</lg>. //

Ir_atro9dė, / kad_pri9ešais / ei3nanti mergina4 / ne_žen3gia, / <lg>bet_plaukte4</lg> plau3kia</bn>. 
// </spk>

</file>

After the revision of the time-aligned textual annotations, the automatic re-alignment of the recordings (i.e., the 
alignment with the text according to five different levels: intonational phrases, intermediate phrases, prosodic 
words, words, and syllables) was conducted. The re-alignment process as well as the initial alignment process 
were conducted according to the methodology of Vytautas Magnus University researchers (Kazlauskienė et 
al., 2010). First, the textual content of the corpus was converted into phoneme sequences. Using the Hidden 
Markov Models (HMM) methodology (Baum & Petrie, 1966), the phoneme sequences were aligned to the audio 
recordings. Phonemes had been modelled by 3–5 state HMMs. HMM parameters were estimated by the Baum-
Welch machine learning algorithm from the speech corpus. The start and end times of individual phonemes 
were determined by the Viterbi algorithm (Forney, 1973). The HTK software package (Young et al., 2001) was 
used at this stage, and special scripts were developed to make the annotation process automatic. Information 
about the start and end times of individual phonemes made the inference about the start and end times of 
higher-level lexical units straightforward. 
After the automatic re-alignment, different procedures were applied to the research materials for the first and 
second parts of the study, and a description of them is provided in the sections below. 

Pilot Study: F0 as the Marker of a Phrase End 

Procedure
After the revision of the annotated recordings, in the material of the first part of the study, the pitch ac-
cents related to the last stressed syllable in a phrase and the boundary tones related to the end of the 
same phrase were marked following the methodology of  autosegmentalmetrical phonology (started with 
the works of Pierrehumbert, 1980) and the ToBI tone annotation system (Jun, 2005; 2014; Frota & Prieto, 
2015; for the adaptation of ToBI to Lithuanian, see Sabonytė, 2022). Different tone levels were marked (see 
Fig. 1), taking into account each speaker’s F0 range and span in the recordings. L marks low tone, H marks high 
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tone, LH marks rising tone, and HL marks falling tone. 
The % sign marks the beginning (e.g., %H, %L, %LH) 
and the end (e.g., H%, L%, HL%) of an intonational 
phrase; the hyphen (-) marks the beginning (e.g., -H, 
-L, -LH) and the end (e.g., H-, L-, HL-) of an intermedi-
ate phrase; and the asterisk (*) marks the pitch accent 
related to a stressed syllable.
Pitch accents and boundary tones allowed observing 
whether the tone levels were different, comparing 
the levels related to the last stressed syllable and the 
levels at the end of each intermediate phrase (some-
times coupled with the end of an intonational phrase). 
According to the marked tone levels, the phrases 
were grouped into three different clusters: 
1 The phrases with rising F0 at the end; 
2 The phrases with falling F0 at the end; 

Fig. 1 Tone annotations. Phrase “Kartojame dienos 
klausimą.” [kɐr¹ˈtoːjɛmʲɛ dʲiɛ²ˈnoːs ¹ˈklɑˑʊsʲɪmɑː]  
(‘We are repeating the question of the day.’)

3 The phrases in which the levels of F0 do not change at the end. 
Out of the 1458 phrases examined, there were 1327 phrases in which the levels of F0 did not change. Thus, 
it was interpreted that in these phrases, some other phonetic features (such as pauses, intensity changes, 
lengthening of sounds, etc.) rather than F0 are the markers of the phrase end (the possibility of a phrase bound-
ary being marked by some kind of F0 change at the beginning of a subsequent phrase is not rejected in this 
pilot study but rather left for future research). Therefore, in this pilot study, these phrases were discarded from 
further analysis. In the next stage of this analysis, 45 phrases with a rising F0 and 86 phrases with a falling F0 
were examined. As it could be hypothesized, due to the phenomenon of F0 declination, the number of phrases 
with falling F0 was nearly double compared to the number of phrases with rising F0 at the end. 
Rising F0 at the end of the phrase was found both in read and spontaneous speech recordings. However, its 
relation to grammar and semantics is different between the two types of recordings. In the read-speech record-
ings, rising F0 was almost always related to the beginning of a new sentence. The first intermediate phrase 
ended with a rising F0 in the following cases: 
a If a sentence starts with an adverbial or an object, after these sentence parts (especially if adverbials or ob-

jects are compounds of a few words because in this case the physiological pause is needed and the listener 
perceives it as the boundary of an intermediate phrase; this could also be influenced by the lack of experi-
ence of those who wrote the texts for reading as they might not have realised that the perception of written 
texts and the same recorded texts is different; therefore, the word order of texts that are being prepared for 
reading should be very well-thought in terms of phrasing);

b Between the subject and verb groups, if they were few-word compounds; 
c After a parenthetical expression;
d In complex sentences before a subordinate clause of an object.
In spontaneous speech, such phrases with a rising F0 at the end were found before pausing to think about 
what to say next, as well as after parenthetical words.
Both groups of phrases with rising and falling F0 were analysed as follows: 
1 The two types of F0 data were extracted using Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2019, version 6.0.56): the F0 

mean of the last stressed syllable in a phrase and the absolute F0 measure at the end of the phrase. 
2 The extracted data was divided into male and female speakers’ groups. There were 19 male and 27 female 

speakers’ phrases with a rising F0 and 45 male and 41 female speakers’ phrases with a falling F0.
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repeating the question of the day.’) 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 Rising F0 at the end of a phrase: comparison of F0 at the end of a phrase and F0 mean of the last stressed 

syllable in male and female speakers’ data 

 
Fig. 3 F0 differences in male and female speakers’ data with a rising F0 at the end of a phrase  
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Rising F0 at the End of a Phrase 
In this part of the pilot study, 19 male 
speakers’ phrases and 27 female 

speakers’ phrases were analysed. For the male 
phrases, the minimal F0 at the end of a phrase was 
134 Hz, the maximum F0 at the end of a phrase was 
215 Hz, and the average was 178.3 Hz. The minimal 
F0 mean of the last stressed syllable was 84 Hz, the 
maximum F0 mean of the last stressed syllable was 
176 Hz, and the average was 139.4 Hz. 
For the female phrases, the minimal F0 at the end 
of a phrase was 229 Hz, the maximum F0 at the 
end of a phrase was 357 Hz, and the average was 
281.3 Hz. The minimal F0 mean of the last stressed 
syllable was 160 Hz, the maximum F0 mean of the 
last stressed syllable was 272 Hz, and the average 
was 231.6 Hz.
The difference between F0 at the end of a phrase 
and the F0 mean of the last stressed syllable was 
statistically significant for both male (T < 0.00001, 
paring was statistically significant, T = 0.00042) and 
female (T < 0.00001, although paring was not statisti-
cally significant, T = 0.13890) speakers’ phrases (see 
Fig. 2). For male phrases, the minimal difference was 
12 Hz, the maximum difference was 76 Hz, and the 
average difference was 38.9 Hz. In the female speak-
ers’ recordings, the variety among the differences 
was greater than for male speakers: the minimal dif-
ference was 7 Hz, and the maximum difference was 
125 Hz. The average difference was 49.7 Hz.

3 In order to determine the difference between F0 of the last stressed syllable and F0 at the end of the 
phrase, the subtraction was counted as follows:

a For the rising F0 at the end of a phrase:
F0 difference = F0 at the end of a phrase – F0 mean of the last stressed syllable 

b For the falling F0 at the end of a phrase: 
F0 difference = F0 mean of the last stressed syllable – F0 at the end of a phrase 

4 After determining the F0 differences, the F0 data for both rising and falling F0 phrases were compared as 
follows: 

a F0 mean of the last stressed syllable compared with F0 at the end of phrases for separately male and 
female speakers’ phrases; 

b Male F0 differences compared with female F0 differences. 
Paired and unpaired t-tests for the different group comparisons were performed, and graphs were produced 
using GraphPad Prism 8. 

Results

Fig. 2 Rising F0 at the end of a phrase: comparison 
of F0 at the end of a phrase and F0 mean of the last 
stressed syllable in male and female speakers’ data
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Fig. 4 Falling F0 at the end of a phrase: comparison of the F0 mean of the last stressed syllable and F0 at the 

end of a phrase in male and female speakers’ data 

 

 
Fig. 5 F0 differences in male and female speakers’ data with falling F0 at the end of a phrase 

 

 
 

Fig. 6 Flat tones at the phase edges. Phrase “štai kaip atrodo” [²ˈʃtɐɪˑ kɐɪp‿ɐt¹ˈroːdoː] (‘that is how it looks’)  

 

The variety among the F0 differences between F0 
at the end of a phrase and the F0 mean of the last 
stressed syllable was greater in female speakers’ 
phrases. However, after comparing the same F0 dif-
ferences (as absolute measures) between the male 
and female groups (see Fig. 3), it was determined 
that despite the natural distinction in the voice 
height, the groups of men and women were not sig-
nificantly distinct (T = 0.25). 
This raises the conclusion that in the case of rising 
F0 at the end of a phrase, the difference between 
F0 at the end of a phrase and the F0 mean of the 
last stressed syllable is a reliable measure to use for 
determining the F0 rise, and it does not depend on 
whether a speaker is a man or a woman. 

Falling F0 at the End of a Phrase 
45 male speakers’ phrases and 41 female speakers’ phrases were analysed in this part of the study. For the 
male phrases, the minimal F0 mean of the last stressed syllable was 108 Hz, the maximum F0 mean of the last 
stressed syllable was 73 Hz, and the average was 154.8 Hz. The minimal F0 at the end of a phrase was 76 Hz, 
the maximum F0 at the end of a phrase was 186 Hz, and the average was 113.3 Hz. 
For the female phrases, the minimal F0 mean of the last stressed syllable was 181 Hz, the maximum F0 mean of 
the last stressed syllable was 347 Hz, and the average was 261 Hz. The minimal F0 at the end of a phrase was 
147 Hz, the maximum F0 at the end of a phrase was 291 Hz, and the average was 215.3 Hz.
The difference between the F0 mean of the last stressed syllable and F0 at the end of a phrase was statistically 
significant for both male (T < 0.00001, paring was statistically significant, T = 0.00094) and female (T < 0.00001, 
although paring was not statistically significant, T = 0.3) speakers’ phrases (see Fig. 4). For male phrases, the min-
imal difference was −13 Hz, the maximum difference was 136 Hz, and the average difference was 41.5 Hz. In the 
female speakers’ recordings, the variety among the differences was greater than for male speakers: the minimal 
difference was −69 Hz, the maximum difference was 190 Hz, and the average difference was 45.8 Hz. A few of the 
differences were negative (though very rarely, only in 1 phrase of male speakers’ data and in 3 phrases of female 
speakers’ data) because sometimes the F0 mean of the last stressed syllable was lower than the F0 measure at 
the end of the phrase, but these exceptions do not seem to significantly influence the results of the comparison.
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 of the last stressed syllable and F0 at the end of a phrase in male and female speakers’ data
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The variety among the F0 differences between F0 
at the end of a phrase and the F0 mean of the last 
stressed syllable was greater in female speakers’ 
phrases. However, after comparing the F0 differ-
ences between the groups of men and women (see 
Fig. 5), it was determined that, the same as in the 
case of rising F0, the groups of men and women 
were not significantly distinct (T = 0.66). 
This allows raising the conclusion that when F0 is 
falling at the end of a phrase, the difference be-
tween F0 at the end of a phrase and the F0 mean 
of the last stressed syllable is a reliable measure to 
determine the F0 rise, and it does not depend on 
whether the speaker is a man or a woman. The per-

Fig. 5 F0 differences in male and female speakers’ 
data with falling F0 at the end of a phrase
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Fig. 7 Rising tone at the beginning of a phase. 
Phrase “visada darau” [ʋʲɪsɐˈdɐ dɐ²ˈrɒʊˑ]  

(‘I always do’) 
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ception of such pitch changes is a convincing basis for conducting a similar analysis in the annotated speech 
corpus without taking into account the biological sex of the speakers.

Speech Corpus Analysis: Phrase Edge Tones

Procedure
For this part of the study, phrase edge tones were annotated in 8274 phrases from the speech corpus. Tone lev-
els were determined individually for each speaker based on the F0 data (range and span) and perception. The 
edge tones were marked based on the pitch change 
from the beginning of the phrase to the first stressed 
syllable and from the last stressed syllable to the end 
of the phrase. The tone labels used for edge tones 
were the same as in the first part of the analysis and 
were marked in the upper TextGrid tier. The labels 
between the two edge tones were separated by the 
# sign in the annotations (see Figs. 6–11). 
Flat tones are indicated at the beginning of an into-
national or intermediate phrase (%L / %H; -L / -H) if 
the pitch remains unchanged from the beginning of 
the intonational or intermediate phrase to the end 
of the first stressed syllable (see Fig. 6). A flat tone 
at the end of an intonational or internal phrase (L% / 
H%; L- / H-) indicates that the pitch level remains the 
same from the last accented syllable to the end of 
the phrase (see Fig. 6). 
A rising tone at the beginning of an intonational or 
intermediate phrase (see Fig. 7) indicates a pitch 
rise from the beginning of the phrase to the end 
of the first stressed syllable (%LH; -LH), while at the 
end of the phrase (see Fig. 8) it indicates a pitch 
rise from the last stressed syllable to the end of the 
phrase (LH %; LH-). 
A falling tone at the beginning of an intonational or 
intermediate phrase (see Fig. 9) indicates a pitch 
fall from the beginning of the phrase to the end 
of the first stressed syllable (%HL; -HL), and at the 
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end of the phrase (see Fig. 10) indicates a pitch 
fall from the last stressed syllable to the end of the 
phrase (HL%; HL-).
It is important to note that when the beginning or 
end of the intermediate phrase coincides with the 
beginning or end of the intonational phrase, the 
edge tones of the two types of phrases are also the 
same, with the only difference being in the edge 
signs written together with tones (% and -). In the 
material under study, in such cases, it was chosen 
to mark only the edge tone (%) of the intonation 
phrase (see Fig. 11).
After the edge tones were annotated, the composi-
tion of phrases was analysed. The analysis showed 
that 2445 of 8274, i.e., 30% of the phrases, consisted 
of only one word. They were not suitable for the anal-
ysis of edge tone frequency because the stressed syl-
lable in such a case is both the first and last stressed 
syllable of the phrase; therefore, one-word phrases 
were discarded. It was expected that general patterns 
would emerge from phrases that consist of more than 
one word. After discarding the one-word phrases, 
the research material consisted of 1962 intonational 
phrases and 3867 intermediate phrases. 
Validation of the phrase edge tone labels was then 
conducted, i.e., the speech corpus material was auto-
matically reviewed and a list of different labels of each 
type was collected. The inaccuracies found in this list 
were corrected manually in the text annotations. 
For each label type, a list of intermediate phrases in 
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which that label was found was then compiled. Each list was divided into two groups: intermediate phrases (a) 
at the end of an intonational phrase and (b) in the middle of an intonational phrase. The phrases (recordings and 
annotations) of the two groups were merged into three files in a sequential manner to facilitate the review and 
analysis of these groups. Software developed specifically for this purpose was used for grouping and merging. 
The groups of phrases were manually reviewed, the interface between labels and phrase boundaries was refined, 
and the frequency of labels at phrase edges was calculated.
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The phrase frequency data (see Table 1) show that intonational phrases are most often started 
(58%) and ended (75%) in a low tone (%L/L%). The second most frequent tone (28%) on the left 
edge is a rising tone (%LH), and the second most frequent tone (19%) on the right edge is a falling 

tone (HL%). The high tone (%H) at the beginning of intonational phrases is rare (11%), and the falling tone (%HL) is 
even less frequent (3%). Both of the latter tones (H%, HL%) are rare at the end of intonational phrases (3% each). 
The patterns of the edge tones of intermediate phrases have quite similar tendencies as those of intonational 
phrases. Intermediate phrases usually start (70%) and end (63%) with a low tone (-L/L). The second most fre-
quent tone on the left edge is rising (-LH), and on the right edge, falling (LH-). Both account for one-fifth of the 
samples in their group. A high (-H) or falling (-HL) tone at the beginning of intermediate phrases is rare (both 
together accounting for 9%). High (H-) and rising (LH-) tones at the end of intermediate phrases are more fre-
quent than in intonational phrases (both together accounting for 17%).
To sum up, the analysis of phrase edge tones in the annotated speech corpus showed that intonational and 
intermediate phrases most often (86% and 90%, respectively) started with a low or rising tone and ended (94% 
and 83%, respectively) with a low or falling tone. A low or high tone at the beginning and end of a phrase is 
hardly a reliable indicator of phrase juncture if the process of falling or rising is not visible. Thus, flat edge 

Results

Conclusions

Edge 
tones

Beginning End

Intonational 
phrase

Intermediate 
phrase

Intonational 
phrase

Intermediate 
phrase

L 58 70 75 63

H 11 5 3 7

LH 28 20 3 10

HL 3 4 19 20

Table 1 Distribution of edge tones at the beginning and  
end of intonational and intermediate phrases (%)

The results of the pilot study showed that the mean F0 of the last stressed syllable in both 
male and female phrases with a rising F0 is significantly lower than the F0 at the end of a 
phrase. In phrases with a falling F0, on the other hand, in both male and female samples, 

the mean F0 of the last stressed syllable is significantly higher than the F0 at the end of a phrase. In both the 
falling and rising tone phrases, the differences in the F0 of the last stressed syllable and the end of the phrase 
between the male and female groups are not statistically significant. Hence, the difference is a reliable indica-
tor for identifying the rising or falling tone at the end of a phrase and is independent of the speaker’s sex. This 
conclusion allowed for the analysis of the samples in an annotated speech corpus without differentiating male 
and female speakers’ samples.
The annotated speech corpus analysis revealed that both intonational and intermediate phrases are usually 
started and finished in a low tone. Hence, the high and rising tones at the beginning or end of a phrase are the 
marked members of the phrase edge tone system, and they can help to identify phrase junctures. However, 
the analysis showed that in standard Lithuanian, only about a quarter of the phrase junctures can be identified 
based on a pitch change. Thus, in seeking to identify phrase junctures, it is important to pay attention not only 
to changes in pitch but also to other acoustic features such as pauses and intensity, as well as grammatical and 
semantic aspects of phrase composition. 
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tones (especially low L) are static and 
do not in themselves signal the end of 
a phrase. The phrase juncture can be 
identified by a rising or falling tone at 
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the phrase junctures can be identified 
on the basis of a change in pitch.
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Regina Sabonytė, Asta Kazlauskienė, Gailius Raškinis 
Tono pokyčiai bendrinės lietuvių kalbos frazių pakraščiuose
Daugelyje kalbų tono pokyčiai frazių pakraščiuose dažnai apibūdinami kaip svarbūs san-

dūros požymiai. Šio tyrimo tikslas – išanalizuoti tono pokyčius bendrinės lietuvių kalbos teiginių pradžioje bei 
pabaigoje. Tyrimą sudaro dvi dalys: 1) žvalgomasis tyrimas, kuriame analizuojama, ar F0 skirtumas yra patiki-
mas rodiklis, leidžiantis nustatyti balso aukščio kilimą / kritimą teiginių pabaigoje, ir ar toks skirtumas priklauso 
nuo kalbėtojo lyties; 2) sinchronizuoto garsyno analizė, kurioje nagrinėjamos tono kaitos frazių pakraščiuose 
tendencijos. Žvalgomasis tyrimas parodė, kad frazėse, kurių pabaigoje balso aukštis kyla, paskutinio kirčiuoto 
skiemens F0 vidurkis yra gerokai mažesnis nei F0 frazės pabaigoje. Frazėse su krintančiu balso aukščiu pasku-
tinio kirčiuoto skiemens F0 vidurkis yra reikšmingai didesnis nei F0 frazės pabaigoje. Vadinasi, F0 skirtumas 
yra patikimas rodiklis, leidžiantis nustatyti balso aukščio kilimą / kritimą frazės pabaigoje. Šios tendencijos buvo 
nustatytos tiek vyrų, tiek moterų kalbėtojų įrašuose. Sinchronizuoto garsyno analizė atskleidė, kad tiek intona-
cinės, tiek vidinės frazės dažniausiai pradedamos ir baigiamos žemu tonu. Vadinasi, aukštas ir kintantis tonas 
frazės pradžioje ar pabaigoje yra žymėtieji frazių pakraščio tonų sistemos nariai ir jie gali padėti atpažinti frazių 
sandūrą. Tačiau svarbu atkreipti dėmesį ir į kitas akustines ypatybes, pavyzdžiui, pauzes bei intensyvumą, taip 
pat į gramatinius ir semantinius aspektus.
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